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For those who spent the recent lingering lockdowns 
eager for escapism or longing to let go, craving 
clubbing or desperate to dance like no one is watching, 
Louis Morlæ‘s current solo exhibition Machinochrome 
Dreams provides the perfect antidote to isolation- 
induced agoraphobia. Like many, the artist was made 
acutely aware of his own mortality, and inevitable end, 
during the continuous confinement triggered by Covid-
19. Suddenly defenceless against disease, and forced 
to confront impending infirmity, Morlæ set about 
creating a cast of sculptural surrogates who could 
inhabit and interact with the now predominantly digital 
world. These 3D-printed, androgynous, achromic 
avatar’s line the walls of Moarain House, life-sized yet 
lifeless they hang limp and at ease, powered down, 
awaiting activation.

Before them plays Morlæ’s new animated simulation. 
Ecce, the central surrogate, swaggers down a sew-
er-pipe staircase, sporting a Moncler Maya jacket 
(the gallery floor is painted maroon to match) and 
Balenciaga trainers, a knowing nod to the ease with 
which big brands are able to co-opt and commercialise 
even the digital ether. That familiar air of anxious antici-
pation arrives as Ecce approaches a nightclub security 
checkpoint, seeing scores of lesser droids despond-
ently turned away. Upon entry, however, we descend 
into a perhaps not-too-distant future, a probable 
parallel reality or metamorphic metaverse in which 
surrogate subculture reigns supreme. Here cigars are 
smoked in gloriously grimey, graffitied toilets; neat 
rows of avatars dance in euphoric unison; a droid DJ 
mans the decks while a droid drug dealer transmits 
transcendental pleasure via ethereal orbs. Ecce vomits 
by the bins behind the club.

Ecce in Semper Aeternum‘s second half seems to 
deteriorate into a drug-induced dream sequence,  
a frightening fugue state that sees Morlæ’s paranoid 
android ride in a Great Glass Elevator, complete with 
mind-numbing melodic Muzak, to a dystopian desert 
island. We accompany Ecce during their ‘trip’, past 
humanoids in hooded sweatshirts who barbeque next 
to nuclear-esque sewage spills and through a waste-
land woodland with empty tented encampments. The 
camera bounces to and fro, Blair Witch-like, the scene 
lit by smartphone torchlight. Finally, a minimart mirage 
forms at the edge of the forsaken forest, guarded  
by further sinister security surrogates, followed by  
a second suspicious toilet scene. The anthemic accom-
panying score, composed in collaboration with the 
artist’s friend Charlie Dobney, throngs and swells,  

as visions fill the screen of Ecce’s oversized body parts 
bobbing across the ocean eternal.

Louis Morlæ’s solo exhibition ‘Machinochrome  
Dreams’ at Moarain House in Bethnal Green runs  
until February 20th.

N.B. Photography by Theo Christelis

Hector Campbell 
‘Featured Exhibition: Louis Morlæ – ‘Machinochrome Dreams’ Solo Exhibition – Moarain House’
The Shock of the Now, 9 February 2022

https://www.getrevue.co/profile/hectorcampbell/issues/the-shock-of-the-now-issue-27-962496
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The best 2022 art exhibitions in London and around the 
UK, from Yayoi Kusama to Wang Gongxin, Holly Hendry 
to Rosemarie Trockel – as chosen by the Wallpaper* 
arts desk.

Exhibition: Louis Morlæ: ‘Machinochrome Dreams’ 
Location: Moarain House
Dates: Until 20 February 2022

In east London, something otherworldly has landed at 
Moarain House. Louis Morlæ’s show, ‘Machinochrome 
Dreams’, is part art exhibition, part requiem for a 
pandemic-zapped nightlife. On the walls of the space, 
pallid, lifeless neo-human bodies line the walls. On a 
central screen is Morlæ’s Ecce in Semper Aeternum. 
Framed as a fable, the animation can be read as Ecce’s 
journey through a dystopian, dance and drink-filled 
eternity, while clad in Moncler and Balenciaga. As the 
artist describes: ‘Locked down, isolated and seeking 
an escape I set out to build a series of figures that  
I could live vicariously through and a digital world in 
which I could bring them to life. Through plugging 
into this world I pursued liberation in the hot darkness 
of a digital club, surrounded by surrogates. Without 
physical constraints we could be together, shoulder  
to shoulder, raging into the night.’

moarainhouse.com

Harriet Lloyd-Smith 
‘Art exhibitions to see in London and around the UK this weekend’
Wallpaper*, 4 February 2022

Louis Morlæ, ’Machinochrome Dreams’, installation view, Moarain 
House, London. Photography: Theo Christelis

http://roseeaston.com
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‘Louis Morlæ at Moarain House’
Art Viewer, 26 January 2022

But basically machines were not self-moving, self 
designing, autonomous. They could not achieve man’s 
dream, only mock it. They were not man, an author 
to himself, but only a caricature of that masculinist 
reproductive dream. To think they were otherwise was 
paranoid. Now we are not so sure.
– Donna Harraway, A Manifesto for Cyborgs

Glossary:

Machino the fading line between man and machine; 
also a play on the pronunciation of the fashion brand 
Moschino, recognising that the digital space, once 
intended to be an anti-institutional arena of free flowing 
ideas has become steeped in aspirational brand identity.

Chrome taken from ‘adrenochrome’ a QAnon conspir-
acy theory in which the blood of a child is injected 
into an older (wealthier) person and thus imbued with 
vitality. Supposedly popular amongst celebrities. 
References notions of immortality and eternity.

Dreams the abstracted reality of this contemporary 
moment; the continued blurring between the physical 
and digital dimensions.

Light darts across a slick gloss pool as five figures 
hang motionless on the wall. On the occasion of Louis 
Morlæ’s solo exhibition Machinochrome Dreams, 
Moarain House has been transformed into a simulation, 
where the viewer becomes a character within a live 
action role play.

Alpha, Ecce, Ferme, Iodah and Jumbo are new sculp-
tures from Morlæ, using 3D printing technology to 
replicate or explain bodily experience – objects that act 
as surrogates, that he could live vicariously through 
while confined indoors in a fallible, and finite, human 
form. Whilst in previous work, Morlæ was interested 
in the body in a more visceral way, in Machinochrome 
Dreams, the material has shifted from the tactility  
of clay and latex to plastic, making manifest the term 
‘critical design’. Coined by Dunne and Raby in the 
1990s, ‘critical design’ posits the use of design to chal-
lenge narrow preconceptions about the role objects 
play in everyday life, opening up a dialogue between  
us and the things that occupy the spaces around us.

At a time when many have been driven into a digital 
space within the home, what is the embodiment that 
technology can take, its affect and function? The five 
sculptures within the show are Morlæ working through 

ideas about how something could be humanoid.  
In A Manifesto for Cyborgs, Donna Harraway asserts 
that “our machines are disturbingly lively, and we 
ourselves frighteningly inert.”

Engaging with these thoughts from Harraway, in 
Morlæ’s animation Ecce in Semper Aeternum, the 
figures, pale and lifeless objects inert in the physical, 
come alive in the digital, further confusing the line 
between the two; mimicking how abstract reality 
has and continues to become in the midst of a world 
thrown into chaos.

Framed as a fable, Ecce in Semper Aeternum can 
be read as Ecce’s journey through the story Semper 
Aeternum or, when translated from the Latin, as a tale 
of eternity: “behold forever and ever”. Like ancient 
mythologies of Prometheus and Sisyphus, Ecce is 
locked in a loop, performing the same ritual in perpe-
tuity. Dressed in Moncler and Balenciaga, he makes 
his way through a dystopian world – dancing, drinking, 
being in close proximity with others. The humanoid 
is not vulnerable to illness, nor can it age. Cloaked in 
aspirational armour, Ecce becomes an avatar, for both 
Morlæ and the viewer, enacting those desires unable to 
be fulfilled through a finite physical form in this simula-
tion we call reality.

Original score composed by Charlie Dobney.
All fabric works made in collaboration with Lucy James 
aka Lucian clothing.

Louis Morlæ (b.1992, Melbourne) studied at 
Manchester School of Art (2014) and is currently a 
student at the Royal Academy of Arts, London (2023). 
Sitting somewhere between Fine Art, Industrial Design 
and Engineering Morlæ’s practice utilizes digital  
production processes to create sculpture and video 
works. Selected solo exhibitions include: Bubblegum 
Tung, Asylum Studios, Suffolk, UK (2018) and Behold  
a Figure, Serpentine, Soft Opening, London (2018). 
Group exhibitions include: Premiums Interim 
Projects, Royal Academy, London (2021); Grot, The 
Horse Hospital, London (2020) and The Belly and the 
Members, Cob Gallery, London (2017). Morlæ lives and 
works in London.

https://artviewer.org/louis-morlae-at-moarain-house/
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‘7 Artists to Watch’
Artspace, 11 July 2018

A hidden gem amidst the bustling crowds of central 
London’s underground, curator Antonia Marsh’s latest 
gallery Soft Opening transforms a glass-encased  
shop window into an exhibition space. Recognized  
for her use of alternative spaces and her representation  
of some of contemporary art’s most exciting figures 
(recent exhibitions include Ryan McGinley, Ariana 
Papademetropoulos, and Grace Ahlbom, to name  
just a few), Marsh has made a name for herself on  
an international scale. This month, Soft Opening 
presents “Behold a figure, Serpentine,” an exhibition  
of new works from up-and-coming London-based 
artist Louis Morlæ.

Since receiving his BA in design at the Manchester 
School of Art in 2014, Morlæ has exhibited in shows at 
a number of spaces in London, notably Asylum Studios 
and Cob Gallery (where the artist displayed his lauded 
video Soft Splashing alongside a cartoonishly large 
sculpted prosthetic penis and oversized condom). 
In addition to being the artist’s first solo exhibition, 
“Behold a figure, Serpentine” marks an exciting new 
direction for the artist. Working with clay gathered 
from night walks through London’s parks, Morlæ 
explores the relationship between the physical human 
body, the psyche, and the natural world – in a practice 
he refers to as “instant archaeology.” Featuring five 
new sculptural works – some light boxes made from  
a taut terra-cotta tinted latex that resembles skin; and 
some clay objects fashioned after common tools or 
weapons – alongside a new hallucinatory video work 
in which figures dressed in latex garments interact 
with the sculptural objects, Morlæ postures an alter-
native reality that subverts our understanding of what 
makes a sacred relic or act. The sculptural works and 
video documentation are accompanied by an eerie 
soundtrack he created by playing the instruments he 
sculpted out of clay foraged from the Serpentine River 
in London’s Hyde Park. 

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/news_events/artist_to_watch/7-artists-to-watch-july-2018-55528
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Madeleine Morlæ 
‘Behold a figure, Serpentine: An Interview with Artist Louis Morlæ’
Teeth, 20 July 2018

Photo by Madeleine Morlet

Two years ago I pilgrimaged to a small town in Essex  
to see a psychic that my hairdresser had recommended, 
this young mum came so highly recommended that 
there was a three-month waiting list to see her. That 
alone made the inconvenient mid-week two-hour train 
journey worth it. She told me, among other things, 
that my brother was going to be a great artist. His 
name is Louis Morlæ and this week his debut solo 
show ‘Behold a figure, Serpentine’ launched at Antonia 
Marsh’s gallery, Soft Opening. It features clay and latex 
sculptures, new video work and accompanying sound-
scape all assembled, in different ways, by foraged 
materials – call me bias, but clearly the psychic lived  
up to her hype.

Q: Louis, I understand that your sculptures and the 
instruments used to create the accompanying sound-
scape originated from claimed materials such as clay 
unearthed during night time missions in London parks. 
Can you tell us about the title of this show and its 
relationship to the production of these pieces?

A: The title of this particular show stemmed from the 
process I used to collect my materials. I’m attracted to 
hyperbole in titles and want short phrases that jump 
out. The show’s title, rather then being aimed at the 
location where I dug up clay, is directed at the very real 
living spirit who resides there. I imagine myself calling 
down the road, or through the tunnels that lead back  
to Hyde Park, and back down into the hole that I’ve dug.

The show is exploring an abstract landscape that has 
morphed and skewed to represent the idea of a surreal 
environment; Imagine you are on a razor’s edge in 
infinite darkness and you are walking along it, staying 
in the present. Behind you on the razor is the past and 
in front of you is the future. You are everywhere along 
that blade at the same time.

I’m not sure where the idea came from, I just did it 
because I could. It’s hard to see past the front of a 
functioning city and into its depths, I wanted to break 
the skin, and in doing so, this show becomes a collabo-
ration between me and my found materials.

Q: By placing the clay sculptures beside your video 
installation they take on a different layer of meaning, 
becoming “new relics” or “instant archaeology” for 
this manipulated and surreal interpretation of space. 
As such, the video almost becomes instructional, both 
primitive and refined, as if we could see into a twisted 
viewing window at the National History Museum. How 

http://www.teethmag.net/interview-louis-morlet/
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and why did you decide to include yourself in this 
element of the show?

A: There is something magical about the transforma-
tive power of a mask. I wanted to lose myself, so I put 
on a mask and became a character – channelling the 
shadow of who it is that lies beneath the clay I dug 
up. I took on this character so completely that I can’t 
remember being the person in front of the camera.  
I allowed myself to empty and borrow more than 
materials from the dark mouth of the city.

Q: Your work appears to be giving the geography  
of your city a psyche for us to hear and interpret.  
How do you anticipate your audience to respond to 
this, particularly within the unique position of Soft 
Opening’s space?

A: I want to engage people who have never taken 
an interest in art. I hope that by including an audio 
guide, willing listeners will be able to make their own 
associations about the work. Music has a universal 
effect where other senses can be more dividing. Soft 
Opening has a footfall comparable to the most promi-
nent galleries in London while also being a place that 
connects with individuals who may have never stepped 
into a gallery before. These are the people I want my 
work to reach. There is so much transience in a train 
station, and I hope that if I can’t seduce them one day, 
maybe I can get them the next.

Q: And what are you working on now?

A: I have another solo show lined up for November and 
am thinking about bigger ideas, ideas so large that 
people might get lost in their grandeur. Also, I haven’t 
tried to dig in Regent’s Park yet, so maybe I’ll see what 
I can find there.
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Antonia Marsh 
‘oversized condoms and more at the belly and the members exhibition’
i-D, 5 September 2017

The Belly and the Members is a new, multidisciplinary 
exhibition that takes the fragmented body as its central 
field of enquiry. Opening 6 September at Cob Gallery, 
here curator Antonia Marsh picks her top five things to 
look out for.

1. Louis Morlæ’s prosthetic penis

“Many of the works in the exhibition indicate that 
dismembered fragments reflect our increasing detach-
ment from our bodies, sexually or otherwise. Enlarged 
to the point of absurdity, London-based Louis Morlæ’s 
sculpted prosthetic penis accompanies his video Soft 
Splashing and sits alongside an equally oversized 
latex condom. Resisting a faithful depiction of his 
penis, Morlæ warps and skews the male organ into 
something self-aware. Separated from the rest of the 
body, the penis expresses myriad traumatic states of 
desire, horror and castration and becomes conscious 
of its anxieties and twisted motivations. I saw the video 
Louis made as part of a larger and impressive immer-
sive installation at an exhibition in Kings Cross earlier 
this year. When I was selecting works for The Belly and 
the Members, I convinced him to let me present the 
video alongside the penis that appears within it. While 
it reveals his process, I think including the penis in the 
show extends the reach of the work and makes it more 
relatable to a viewer. We become more aware of our 
body parts as separate entities and I think this level  
of self-reflection is of real importance.”

https://i-d.vice.com/en/article/8xxjpx/oversized-condoms-and-more-at-the-belly-and-the-members-exhibition
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‘BEHOLD A FIGURE, SERPENTINE, SOFT OPENING, LONDON’
Dazed, 13 July 2018

London-based artist Louis Morlæ’s first solo exhibition 
(Behold A Figure, Serpentine) takes place at Piccadilly 
Circus tube station’s resident gallery, Soft Opening. 
Featuring five clay and latex sculptures, a new video 
work, as well as an accompanying sound piece, the 
way in which Morlæ acquired the materials to create 
his works was over a series of nightly ventures into 
London parks. Described by the gallery as “covert 
missions”, Morlæ’s nocturnal activities allowed him to 
“steal surplus material to allow the artist to confront 
his woes with capitalist society in as banal a way as 
possible”, often from the Serpentine River in Hyde Park 
– which the artist nods to in the show’s title.

Behold A Figure, Serpentine runs at London’s Soft 
Opening until July 29, 2018

https://www.dazeddigital.com/art-photography/article/40651/1/art-shows-to-leave-the-house-for-this-month-july-2018

